
Mid-Thames Demonstration-Trial Multi-TX Event.
(To be held on the afternoon of Sunday, 3rd June 2012) 

 

Need a new challenge? 
Have you been on DF contests to find 1 or 2 transmitters, even 3 or sometimes 4 stations and still 
been unfulfilled? 
Are you fed-up with being held-up on the roads by “Sunday-afternoon drivers,” endless delays with 
traffic jams and long journeys between the transmitters? 

Then try the new Multi-TX Direction Finding contest! 
This form of direction finding contest requires only a minimum distance to be travelled from the start 
point to the main site of ten, YES, 10  hidden transmitters in one general location, all awaiting to be 
found within 3 hours. 

A demonstration-trial event is to be held in the Chiltern woodlands on 3rd June 2012, on the Sunday 
afternoon of The Queen’s Diamond Jubilee, Bank Holiday week-end celebrations.  So come along, 
give it a try and really make it a Jubilee day to remember. 

Any number of competitors may travel collectively in one car, and, on arrival at the site of the hidden 
transmitters they may take part individually in finding the hidden stations.  
New challenges, frustrations, aching limbs and even perhaps satisfaction are guaranteed. 

Details of the start location and time are to follow shortly, as well as useful hints and tips in finding 
the transmitters; but in the meantime click onto Roy Emeny’s direction finding link   
(http://www.forjac.co.uk/df/multitx/multiexp.html) to see the full story of this new form of contest; 
its history, development, examples of past events, sights, sounds and much much more..... 
I will be looking forward to hearing from you with the anticipated number in your party, also all of   
those with you who would like to seek out the transmitters individually on arriving at the main site.  
This will help me to estimate numbers for those requiring food at a nearby public house after the 
event, as well as allowing me to prepare the “posting-box” with the names of the competitors, to 
receive the scoring tokens that they collect from each of the hidden transmitters during the course of 
the event. 

I shall be looking forward to seeing you all, and hope that you will enjoy this new aspect of direction 
finding, a sport in which we have all participated for so long.   
Please contact me on Tele. 01-206-860724,  or ian@tipsdial.orangehome.co.uk if you require further 
details at this stage. 
Thanks, 

Ian Butson 
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